Founded in 1881, HEC Paris specializes in education and research in management sciences. As a leading academic institution in Europe and worldwide, HEC Paris offers a complete and unique range of education programs for students and leaders. HEC Paris has a permanent faculty of 115 professors, 4,000 students (37% of whom are international) and over 8,500 managers in executive education programs every year.

**A COMPLETE AND UNIQUE PROGRAM PORTFOLIO**

**Master in Management – Grande Ecole program**-
Leader in Europe for several years, the Grande Ecole program recruits students in first and second year through a rigorous admissions process, both in France and abroad. The school selects students that show the highest potential and then guides them towards the top careers in management. The vocation of the business school is therefore to train its students to become leaders, capable of anticipating changes in the world and of playing a responsible role within it.

This mission poses 3 huge challenges: systematically registering all of the knowledge transmitted at HEC at the forefront of research, in all fields of management science; being up to date with the on-the field practices and expectations of the businesses that the school has maintained extremely close relations with since its creation and developing leadership and entrepreneurial skills amongst the students; giving all its students the opportunity to have a more international outlook from the beginning and throughout their school life, whether this is through exchanges or double degrees or even on the campus itself, where more than 95 nationalities are brought together.

2,107 students/ 31% international

**Masters Programs** are 12-month courses in French or English. They are designed for students at postgraduate level who want to acquire high-level expertise and professional know-how in their chosen specialization. They are aimed at students without professional experience, who already hold a bachelor’s degree from a university in France or elsewhere. Students may choose to go on to study for a Specialised Master’s Degree or MSc, recognized with ‘Label d’Excellence’ status from the Conférence des Grandes Ecoles.

The following Masters are entirely taught in English: International Business, International Finance, Sustainable Development, Managerial and Financial Economics, Marketing & Strategic Management.

489 students/ 41% international

**MBA**
Custom designed for managers between the ages of 25 to 35 with previous work experience, the MBA program addresses both functional and crossfunctional skills through a fundamental and a customized thread to cover all areas of management in depth. Participants will, throughout the program, enhance their leadership potential through unique learning experiences in a diverse environment, developing their self-awareness and people & relationship management, to boost and change their career path. A part-time option is available, allowing participants to balance MBA coursework with their professional lives.

366 participants/ 85% international

**PhD program** is designed for professor-researchers, offering high quality internationally renowned training. It is a highly selective program with 15 to 20 candidates admitted each year. 80% of the graduates work on the international academic scene. The HEC PhD includes six possible specializations: Accounting & Management, Control, Finance, Human Resources & Organization, Marketing, Operations & Supply Chain, Management, Strategy & Management.

83 students/ 53% international

**HEC Executive MBA**
The HEC Executive MBA is an intensive program designed to equip executives with the latest in management research and techniques on the social, economic and environmental aspects of international business from some of the finest minds in the academic world.

The HEC Executive MBA program is a unique degree in general management that offers eight specializations {Luxury, Aerospace & Aviation, Energy, Telecom & Digital Business, Services, Entrepreneurship & Innovation,
TRIUM Global Executive MBA
The TRIUM Global Executive MBA enables executives to understand the world as it is today and will be tomorrow. They learn about the forces, ideologies and value systems which shape the way nations and cultures interact. They gain a unique grasp of the ways social, political and economic policy impact every aspect of how modern companies and organizations operate across the globe. Ranked #2 Executive MBA worldwide by the Financial Times, it is a unique degree jointly awarded by 3 world renowned universities: HEC Paris, London School of Economics & Political Science, New-York University Stern School of Business.

152 participants/ 90% international

Specialized Executive Masters
Executive Specialized Masters are delivered in a part-time format over 15 months, and are aimed at managers with substantial work experience. Consulting & Coaching for Change (in partnership with the Said Business School, University of Oxford) Finance Management, Managing a Strategy Unit, Global Sourcing and Supply Chain, Strategic Human, Resources Management, Commercial Marketing and Development, Managing IT and Technology Systems (in partnership with MINES ParisTech).

261 participants

Open-enrolment and custom programs
21 certified courses, of which 9 are compatible with the Specialized Master’s Programs Over 50 short topical seminars, held at HEC-Le Château Custom-designed programs for businesses in English or French, and tailor-made coaching services.

KEY ADVANTAGES
Cutting-edge Faculty and Research:

HEC Paris has a permanent faculty of 115 professors, holding PhDs from the world’s most prestigious universities. 60% of the faculty is international.

In addition to the full-time permanent faculty there are:
- 27 Emeritus faculty
- 94 Affiliate professors, generally prominent members of the business community who have established a long-term relationship with HEC Paris
- 40 Visiting professors from prestigious universities worldwide

HEC Paris is committed to developing knowledge and the best practices in management. The active involvement of professors in research guarantees that our courses integrate the latest findings in management science.

Over the past five years the full-time faculty contribution has accounted for:
- 60 books published in French and 16 other languages, among which: “Strategor”, “International Investment”, “Industrial Management and Logistics”
- 360 articles in refereed academic journals
- 930 presentations at academic conferences

Among other initiatives, HEC Paris has set up a research laboratory with the CNRS (National Center for Scientific Research) and belongs to a research network on Decision Science with École Polytechnique, ENSAE ParisTech (Paris Graduate School of Economics, Statistics and Finance) and the CNRS.

HEC Paris also has specialised research units focusing on entrepreneurship [Start Up Institute, Incubator etc.] international matters (Eurasia Institute, Europe Institute) and other themes [International Finance Club, Alternative Management Observatory, The ‘Society and Organizations’ Research Center (SnO)]. Finally, the Entrepreneurship and Innovation Centre balances academic research, teaching and start-up support. The centre
offers a range of programs to meet the training and advisory needs of experts in order to sparkle new innovative, specialized businesses.

Privileged corporate relationships:

HEC Paris is committed to building partnerships with companies. This cooperation can take many forms and is tailored to companies’ areas of activity, as well as their research and recruitment needs. HEC Paris is a central partner to numerous prestigious multinationals, including 50 international companies to support HEC’s ambitions, participate in its strategic orientation, and provide a direct link between the academic and business worlds.

For companies, being a privileged member of the [HEC Paris Foundation](#) is a unique way to benefit from contact with students and faculty, and to contribute to the development perspectives of HEC Paris.

HEC Paris has established [18 Chairs and centers](#) to develop innovative skills and expertise in training and research within their sector with the support of such prestigious companies:

**Academic partnerships and strategic alliances:**

HEC Paris has established prestigious strategic alliances and academic partnerships with more than 110 institutions in France and worldwide.
At all levels, international exchanges, dual-degree programs, and joint-degree options are offered in partnership with prestigious partner institutions worldwide such as Freie Universität Berlin, the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) Faculty of Business Administration, Fundação Getulio Vargas-EAES, the Graduate School of Management of St Petersburg State University, the IIM Ahmedabad, the London School of Economics, the National University of Singapore Business School, the Stern School of Business New York University, Tsinghua University School of Economics & Management, Oxford Said Business School, the Keio Business School in Tokyo and more recently the Technische Universität München...

The HEC Paris Alumni network:

The HEC Paris Alumni network is among the largest in Europe with 45,000 Alumni based in 127 countries. It was founded in 1883 to develop a powerful and dynamic lifelong connection to the HEC Paris community. The HEC Paris alumni network promotes global awareness of the HEC Paris name and supports HEC Paris’ future development. Some of them include:

Jean-Paul Agon, CEO - L’Oréal, Pierre Bellon, CEO - Sodexo, Daniel Bernard, Kingfisher Chairman - HEC Foundation, Pascal Cagni, Former Vice President – Apple EMEA, Henri De Castries, CEO – AXA, Jean-Pierre Dick - Skipper, Mercedes Erra, CEO France – EuroRSCG, Isabelle Guichot-CEO Balenciaga, François Hollande- President of the French Republic, Erik Israelewicz, Director of Le Monde, Hubert Joly-CEO Best Buy, Pascal Lamy – Director WTO, Abdoul M’baye- Prime Minister of Senegal, François-Henri Pinault, CEO – PPR Group (Gucci, YSL, Puma ...), Didier Pineau-Valencienne-Fomer CEO - Schneider, Henri Proglio CEO, EDF, Baudouin Prot, CEO – BNP Paribas, Stephane Richard –CEO France-Telecom, Jean-Dominique Senard - Michelin, Song Dong Sheng, President - Sinohydro Corporation Limited, Wang Zhentao, Chairman – Aokang Group Co, LTD...

FIRST CLASS REPUTATION

- HEC Paris is ranked #2 in Europe by the FT
- HEC Paris Master in Management (MiM) Grande Ecole program is ranked #4 worldwide by the FT. This program is consistently ranked #1 in France by leading national publications including Le Figaro, Le Point, L’Etudiant and Challenges.
- HEC Paris Masters in International Finance program is ranked #1 worldwide by the FT
- HEC Paris MBA program is ranked #14 worldwide by the Economist and #18 worldwide by the FT
- TRIUM Global Executive MBA program is ranked #3 worldwide by the FT
- HEC Paris Executive Education is ranked #2 worldwide by the FT

Accreditations

HEC Paris is the first business school in France to have received the prestigious triple accreditation from AACSB, EQUIS, AMBA.